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Political Parties & Elections
Political parties and elections are all about who controls the
government
Participation is about who gets involved and why
Social forces (e.g., interest groups; group experiences; unions) work
through the parties to gain control over government personnel and
policies
Elections are mechanisms through which citizens can change their
government; but at the same time they are ways that leaders can
consolidate their power (e.g., Hitler and plebiscites)
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Political parties: Like interest groups, are organized groups that
attempt to influence the government by electing their members to
important government offices.
Political parties are active at the national, state, and local (county)
level, and greatly vary in strength in different places
Parties are different from interest groups because parties actually
control the government, whereas interest groups try to influence those
– and their policies – who are in government
Development of political parties are best understood in the context of
elections, and the expansion of suffrage (the vote). In places where
elections are held (city, county, state, federal), we will almost always
see parties vying for power
The power/influence of political parties at the mass level has declined
somewhat in recent decades, as some candidates (think Obama for
America/Organizing for America (OFA)) have set up their own
organizing campaigns, and political action committees (PACs) have
increased their influence
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Parties recruit candidates. Each year, candidates must be found for
thousands of offices at the various levels of gov’t. Party leaders
attempt to identify strong and qualified candidates.
Ideal candidates have unblemished records and are connected to
fundraising networks. Candidates with military backgrounds are also
seen as extra-patriotic.

Parties organize nominations. The Constitution is mostly silent about
party nomination processes. Thus, the party holds primaries/caucuses,
and whoever wins these moves onto the general election
Nomination: the process by which political parties select their
candidates for election to public office. Can precede the general
election by many months.
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“Voter Activation Network”
Get Out The Vote (GOTV): The process through which parties
mobilize voters on election day, via door knocks, phone calls, car pools,
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Parties organize power in Congress. In recent decades, voting in
Congress has polarized along party lines. The election of the Speaker
of the House and other leadership positions is effectively conducted at
the party level
The committee system in Congress itself is a product of the two-party
system

Presidents need political parties. Presidents use their ties with
members in Congress to help enact their legislative/policy agenda
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Despite George Washington’s warnings against parties, a political
system emerged early in the new Republic
Party system: More than just the number of parties competing for
power. INcludes the organization of the parties, the balance of power
between and within party coalitions, the parties’ social/institutional
bases, and the issues/policies over which competition is organized.
Thus, the nature of the system can change even if the number of
parties remains the same. There have been six distinctive party
systems over the course of American history.
Two-party system: A political system in which only two parties have
a realistic opportunity to compete effectively for control of the
government.
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protective tariffs to encourage manufacturing, assumption of the
states’ Revolutionary War debts, a national bank, and commercial ties
with Britain. Epitomized by Alexander Hamilton
Jeffersonians spoke mainly for southern agricultural interests, favored
free trade, promotion of agricultural over commercial interests, and
friendship with France.
Due in part to the War of 1812, the Federalists gradually weakened
and disappeared...too pro-British
Jeffersonian Republicans gradually came to be known as the
Democrats. Until the 1830s, the Democrats were the only major
political party, but were divided along pro-Andrew
Jackson/anti-Jackson lines
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During the 1830s, groups opposing Jackson formed a new party, called
the Whig Party
Both Democrats and Whigs built party organizations across the
nation, and sought to enlarge their bases of support by expanding the
right to vote.
Increased number of eligible voters though elimination of property
restrictions and other voting barriers – for white males
Whig Party was stronger in the Northeast than in the South or West,
where Jackson drew most of his power. Thus, the Whigs are often
seen as the successor to the Federalists
However, Whigs were more of the Anti-Democratic party, and
organized more around dislike of others than along similar policy
interests
During the late 1840s/early 1850s, conflicts over slavery produced
sharp differences between Whigs and Democrats, but by 1856 the
Whig Party buckled under the strain. Many anti-slavery Democrats
and Whigs joined the emerging Republican Party
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Abraham Lincoln was nominated in 1860 for the presidency.
Republicans pledged to ban slavery from the western territories
During the war, Lincoln depended heavily on Republican governors
and state legislatures to raise troops, provide funding, maintain
popular support. Through this process, the Republican Party
consolidated its power in the North.
At the same time, the Democratic Party’s influence in the North
waned somewhat, as it was stripped of its leaders. Still, the
Democrats remained competitive in the 1864 elections
Upon the completion of the Civil War, the Republicans attempted to
turn the South into a Republican hot-bed via Reconstruction policies.
However, this collapsed in the 1870s, and the post-Civil War South
became solidly Democratic
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During the 1890s, Populism (side with the people against the elite)
swept much of the rural West and South, as well as urban areas. In
1896 the Populist Party effectively merged with the Democrats
nominating William Jennings Bryan who mixed religion with populism
Business interests coalesced between William McKinley, and the
Republican Party became known as the pro-business party.
The Republicans won a resounding victory and held power at the
national level for the next 36 years.
During this time, the GOP controlled 15 of the 18 Congresses.
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The nation’s economy collapsed in 1928, shortly after Herbert Hoover
won the 1928 election. This led to the Great Depression, which
stemmed from a variety of causes, but voters viewed the Republican
as not doing enough to solve the economic woes.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was elected in 1932. He subsequently
developed a plan to revive the economy with massive government
spending. This became known as the New Deal. The size and reach
of the federal gov’t grew dramatically.
FDR built the party around union workers, upper-middle class
intellectuals, southern farmers, Jews, Catholics, and African
Americans. This is known as the New Deal coalition, that ushered in
Democratic power for the next 36 years
Republicans often went along with some of the New Deal
prescriptions, such as Social Security
New Deal system strained during 1960s conflicts over civil rights and
Vietnam War.
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The GOP widened its appeal in the second half of the 20th century.
In 1964, Barry Goldwater argued in favor of reducing levels of taxation
and spending, and the GOP has not stopped since.
Nixon developed the “southern strategy” and targeted racially
conservative southern whites.
In the 1980s, Ronald Reagan added two more groups to the
Republican camp: religious conservatives (abortion & gay rights) and
working-class whites (foreign policy, affirmative action)
Democrats coalition includes union households, upper-middle-class
intellectuals and professionals, minority voters
Intense party conflict and party polarization characterize the
contemporary American Party System
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Electoral Realignments: The points of transition between party
systems in American history. Point in history where new party
supplants ruling party becoming dominant force.
Coalitions that support the parties and balance of power are redefined.
Realignments occur when new issues, combined with economic or
political crises, encourage/mobilized new voters and persuade a large
number of voters to reexamine traditional party loyalties
Five, possibly six have occurred since the founding: Around 1800,
when Jeffersonian Republicans defeated Federalists; 1828 when
Andrew Jackson won presidency; 1860 and rise of Lincoln and
Republican Party; 1896 Republican candidate McKinley defeated
Bryan; FDR and New Deal
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third parties are always present
These parties organize against the two major American political
parties, and typically represent social/economic interests that are not
given voice by the dominant Democrats or Republicans
While these parties rarely attain elected office at the national level,
they do have an influence over the marketplace of ideas (e.g., Tea
Party, Populist Party)
Ross Perot ran for president as an independent reformer in
1992/1996. He nearly won 20% of the vote
Ralph Nader nearly captured 3% of the national vote in the 2000
election, but that was enough to swing the election to George W.
Bush. Nader captured over 90,000 votes in Florida; Bush won Florida
by 537 votes and thus the election
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enough to capture the myriad interests/opinion in the electorate
Thus, more political parties would increase representation. They
advocate reforms such as proportional representation and instant
runoff voting
Proportional Representation: Multimember districts, where voters
elect party members not necessarily geographic representatives. If a
party wins 30% of the vote, they will get 30% of the seats. This will
lead to more parties
Instant Runoff Voting/Ranked Choice Voting: Voters rank candidates,
thus no need for multiple elections, such as runoffs
Often hard for third parties to get onto ballots; states often have
difficult ballot access laws such as signatures, registration fees, etc.
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Party Identification: An individual voter’s psychological ties to one
party or another. Color voters’ understanding of politics in general
and is the most important cue as to how to vote in elections
Most of the time, Republicans vote for Republicans, and Democrats
vote for Democrats
Over time, however, party identification for the two parties has waned
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